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BARTIK [GABA], ESTER YANKELOVNA 
 
1.00 Born in 1929, last of 6 children. Father was accused of operating a private tanning 

business, and family forced to move to a collective farm near Mariopol. Had to move 
further to various places. 

 
[Break] 
 
[Tape begins again from beginning, with a different background [setting]] 
 
1.03 [Same speaker now identifies herself as Gaba, Ester Yankeovna.] Family moved to 

a Jewish collective farm near Mariopol. In 1937 moved to Tuchino in 
Kirovgradskaya oblast. 

 
1.07 Discusses first day of war, June 22, 1941. At that time mother was very ill, and 

family worried that news of war’s outbreak would worsen her condition. People 
began to evacuate area, Ester’s family included, but Komsomaol officials said 
evacuation was not necessary, because Soviets would halt German advance. 

 
1.08 Family returned home. Germans occupied Tuchino. Sought out and killed party 

and Komsomol members. At one point Germans intended to kill their family, but 
Ester’s father, who spoke German, persuaded them not to. 

 
1.12 In September 1941 ghetto was established. In December, a Ukrainian friend told 

them that next day, Germans would round up Jews in ghetto and send them to a 
camp. She offered to take Ester and give her refuge. Ester decided to stay with 
family. 

 
1.14 Next day, German, Ukrainian, and Romanian police rounded up Jews and crowded 

them into nearby school building. Kept without food, water or access to toilets. 
Later forced to march on road - mainly old people and children. Those who 
couldn’t keep up, were shot on the road. Marched to Torkovo. Again marched 
further, to Pechora. 

 
1.18 Driven into building of former sanatorium. About 60 persons crowded into each 

room. Ester and sister became ill with typhus. But after some months became 
better. 

 
1.25 People in area brought food in exchange for Jews’ belongings. Two of Ester’s 

aunts died of starvation. Mother and father both died. 
 
1.31 Ester decides to try to escape. Once attempted, caught and beaten. 
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[Break] 
 
2.04 Family escaped and goes in the direction of Kopaygorod. Stays in houses of Jews 

and non-Jews along the way. Arrived in Kopaygorod, but knew no one. Had no 
way to get food. Gave up in desperation and decided to merely sit down and freeze 
to death. But death did not come. So decided to move on. 

 
2.10 Arrested. Released and returned to Pechora despite certain death that awaited. But 

helped again to escape by a woman who sometimes worked as an informer for the 
Germans. 

 
2.13 Went to Dzhurin [phonetic] and stayed in synagogue building. Then Ester went to 

children’s home in Dzhurin. Stayed until liberated. 
 
2.18 Returned to Tuchino. 
 
2.19 Returns to discussion of earlier events. Discusses Sept. 1942 when Germans forced 

them to work. Expected to be killed. Led to killing place  - but not shot. 
 
2.28 Describes how immediate family - all of sisters survived - lived after war. 

Describes more distant relatives and acquaintances who didn’t survive. 
 
[Break] 
 
3.02 Continues describing friends and how they died. 
 
3.04 Discusses various local police guarding them. Some of the fairly benevolent. 

Guards were Romanian, Ukrainian, German. 
 
3.10 Talks about her life after war. Married in 1952. Interviewer thanks Ester for her 

story. 
 
3.28 [Scene shifts to outdoors. Road in countryside - no sound. 
 
3.32 Barn. Horses. Road in countryside - no sound. 
 
END OF TAPE 
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